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SUMMRY

Calculations have been made to show the magnitude
of the compressibility effects on the downwash at the
tail at subcritical speeds. r~perinental results of tests “
of two airplane models are Included to Give some verifi-
cation of the theory.

The calculations showed t!wt the effects of compressi-
bility on the span load distribution along the wing and
on the downwash angle at the tail are small for constant
values of the lift coefficient. The experimental results
confirmed tk.esecalculations.

INTRODUCTION

A rational solution for the problem of longitudinal
stability at hir> speeds requires a lr.owledgeof the
effects of compressibility on the downviashin the region
of the horizontal tail surface. Studies of this problem
for speeds below the critical have been reported by Husk
In reference 1 and by Goldstein and Young In reference 2.
In reference 1 the downmash at the tail is sssumed to be
unaffected by Increases in ?!achnumber for constant
values of the llf’tcoefficient. In reference 2, on the
basis of the (llauert-prandtltheory, the downwash Is
found to decrease slightly with increases in Mach number

b for constant values of the lift coefficient and span
loading. No experimental verifications of the conclu-
sions stated In these reports are given.

The present paper presents theoretical calculations,
‘~asedon the methods of reference 2, to show the magnitude
of the compressibility effects on downwash and gives some
experimental verification of the theory. Calculations
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have been made to obtain the span load dlstrtbutlons along
the ;Ylng and the average downwash angles at the tail of a
typical pursuit airplane for a range of lift coefficient
and ti~chnumber. Wind-tunnel tept data showing the effect
of co~presslbility on the averaue downwaah angles at the
tail have also been included for two airplcne models.
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SYMBOLS

airplane lift coefficient (horizontal tail
removed)

basic section lift coefficient
(cL = o)

additional section lift coefficient

free-stream Mach number

chord

wing span

d~stance outboard along span from wi~
center line .

distance from wing quarter-chord line to .-
elevator hln~e line

downwash an@e, degrees

angle of attack, degrees

airplane angle of attack for zero angle of
attack of tail, degrees

angle of incidence of stabilizer relative
to airplane reference line

THEOIWZTICALCALCULATIOIB .

effects of compressibility on the downwash at
may be considered the result of two factors:
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the ohange in span loading along the wtng and the change
.$n @owgwaeh for a given span loading. Methods for calcu~
latlng both tEese-chQnges’”are-given In referenoe.2 in, ..
whloh the Glauert-Prandtl theory of compressible flow Is
used, Acoording to reference 2, the span loadtng for any
Maoh number may be approximated b using the slope of the

Ilift curve for compressible flow n the equation of the
lifting-line theory .(reference3). The downwash at a

[

distance x behind the lifting line may now be determined
by the methods of reference 4 for incompressibleflow
except that the distance of the tall behind the lifting

line is Increased by the ratio l/..i.

In order to show the magnitude of the compressibility
effects, calculations have been made in which the afore-
mentioned methods are used to deterininethe span loadlng
along the wing and the resultant downwash at the tall of
a high-speed pursuit airplane. The distributions of twist
and chord along the wing shown In figure 1, which corre-
spond approximately to the distrlhutlons for a modern
pursuit airplane, were used for the calculations. The
twist at the Inboard sections Is used to Increase the
critical speed of the wing-fuselage juncture.

Span load distribution.- The load distribution along
the span has been determined in two parts. The first
part, which is due to wing twist, is the load distri-
bution at zero llft and is referred to as the basic load
distribution. This distribution has been calculated by
the method of reference 5 using ten harmonics for the
circulation because of the sharp break In the wing twist
distribution. For these calculations, the slope of the

section llft curve was taken as ~.67/47 Per
-radian. Basic load distributions along the wing s an

8are given In figure 2 for Mach numbers of O and 0. .
Although the slope of the section lift curve for M. = 0.8
is increased 66 percent over that for M. = O, the ordi-
nates of the basic-load-distrlhution curve show an average
Increase of only about 20 percent; that 1s, the effect of
the Increased slope of the section lift curve is dlmln-
Ished to a large extent as a result of the small span
within which the twist Is effected.

The second part
to the untwisted-wing
cient and is referred

of the load distribution Is that due
operating at a given lift coeffi-
to as the additional load distribution.
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!thisdlslxlbutlon has been taken from reference 6 for-a “
llft coefficlent of 1.0 and Is Shown plotted in figure 3
for Mach numbers of O and 0.8~ The additional load
distribution ~s seen to be almost unaffected by com-
pressibility. TMs result depends on the wing plan form.
For an elliptical wing, the additional lodd dlstrlbutlon
remains elliptical regardless of the slope of the section
lift curve~ l?ohother than elliptical wings, Increasing
the slopQ of’the section lift curve cmses the additional
load distribution to become more nearly elliptical but
the eff%ct will normally be small, as In the present case.

The additional load distribution for llft coefficients
other than 1.0 may be obtained simply by multiplying the
ordinates in figure 3 by the lift coe~ficlent.” Since the
total load dlstfiibution-isobtained by adding the addi-
tional load distribution to the basic load distribution,
It inay be concluded that below the critical speed the
total load distribution for a civen lift coefficient will
also be changed very little by-cor,pressibility. Span
load distributions for elliptical wings of approximately
zero aerodynamic twist given in referenca 7 and calculated
from experimental section-lift-curve slopes show very
small changes with Mach nwmber up to the critical speed.

Downwash at tafl.- By using the compressible-flow
span ~ distributions, calculations have been made by
the method of reference 4 of the average downwash across
the tail span for a range of lift coefficient and Mach
number. For these calculations, the angle of attack for
zero lift was assumed to be independent of.Mach
number and the distance.of the tail behind the lifting

line was taken as o.95g/m. The downwash angles
were calculated at thre~ points along the tail semispan
and the results were averaged to obtain the average
downwash angle at the tail. These results are shown in
fl.g’ure4.

The variations of downwash angle with Mach number
for constant values of’lift coefficient (fig. )+)are
small. For low values of the lift coefficient, the
changes In downwash angle with Mach number are inappre-
ciable except at very high values of the Mach number
(above about M. = 0.7). At the high lift coefficients,
the downwash decreased slightly with increasing Mach
number up to a Mach nmber of about 0.7. At Mach numbers

. . . — -- . -. . —.- “ .-l
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higher than

Ujc 09

about 0.7, the do~wash

5

angle decreases more.
,. ra~idly than at the itier Mach numbers..,, -.’-------- ... .--- -.. . . -,.

The.decrease In downwash angle with Maoh number for
constant lift coeffiolent results from two effects:
(1) the distanoe from the lifting line to the tail, used
for the downwas~ oomputatlons, increases with Increasing
Mach nuuiber,and (2) the tall moves ftither above the
wake since, for a given lift coefficient, the angle of”
attack deoreases as the Mach number Inoreases.

It has already been remarked that increasing Mach
number causes the span load distribution to beoome more
elliptical. For a highly tapered wing, which has pro-
portionately more trailing vortlcity inboard than an .
elliptical wing, the effect tends to cause a reduction In
downwash: for a rectangular wing, which has proportion-
ately more trailing vorticity outboard, the effect tends
to cause an increase in downwash. In either case, as for
the load distribution itself, computations show that the ~
effect is small.

Although the change In downwash angle with Mach
number for constant lift coefficient has been shown to be
small, It does not follow that the change in the longi-
tudinal st~bllity characteristics wI1l be small. In
particular, the angle of attack of the wing for a given
lift coefficient will decrease with Increasing Mach number
because of the increase in the slope of the lift curve and,
as a result, the angle of attack of the tail for the same
lift coefficient will decrease a corresponding amount. .
This decrease in tail angle of attack for a given lift
coefficient will cause an Increase in airplane pitching-
moment coefficient and a rearward shift of the neutral
point. Because of the different aspect ratios of the wing
ahd tall, furthermore, a disproportionate increase in the
wing and tall lift-curve slopes will oocur that also
causes a shift of the neutral point.

1

b

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

An analysis has been made of:wind-tunnel test “data
obtained at hfgh Mach numbers to.verify experimenta~ly
the theory and-calculations presented
section. The data were obtained from

In the precedi~
tests of complete
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models of the P-51B and XP-58 airplanes in the Ames
16-foot high-speed wind tunnel. bownwash angles were
computed from the re-suitsof pitching-monientmeasurements
with the horizontal tall set at several angles of lncl-
dence and with the horizontal tall removed. The inter-
section of the pitching-moment curves for this model with
the tail on and with the tall off gave the airplane angle
of attack for which the tail angle of ati-tackis zero.
The downwash angles were then computed from the relation

.

t
= a@t=OO)+ ‘t

where a (at=oo) Is the airplane angle of attack for

zero taii angle of attack and it is the stabilizer
incidence, relative to the airplane reference SXIS.

,

Inasmuch as the wind-tunnel test data were corrected
by incompressible-flow methods, it was necessary to
investigate the effect of compressibility on the wind-
tunnel wall corrections. The effect of the tunnel walls
is to cause an increment of’upwash at the wing and an
additional Increment of upwash at the tail. These incre-
ments necessitate a correction to the airplane angle of
attack and tail-on pitching-moment coefficient. Goldstein
and Young (reference 2) showed that the correction to the .
airplane angle of attack Is unchanged for compressible
flow but that the correction to the tall-on pltching-

.

moment coefficient must be adjusted for compressibility.
This adjustment is made by assuming that the tail is at

a distance x/- instead of a distance x behind
the wlil~ quar-ter-chordline.

The variation of the downwash angle with Mach number
for several values of the lift coefficient is Qven in
figure 5 for the P-519 airplane model. In order to show
the limits of the subcritical region and also to facili-
tate the use of the data given In figure 5, curves of
lift coefficient against Mach number for several an~les
of attack are given in figure 6. Sjmilar downwash and
lift data are presented in fi~ures 7 and 8 for tho XP-58
airplane model. For both airplane models some downwash
exists at zero lift (between 1° and 20). No definite
reason can he given for this appare~t discrepancy; it may
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result, however, from either the wing twist or bacou-
rac)lea:lnthe tail-settings, or from both. Althagh the
absolute.magnitude-..o~fthe downwash angles ma

z
be In error,

the variation of the.downwtit!h’an@ewith--Mao .nuniberis
considered accurate...

The results plotted In.figures 5 and 7“show that at
low lift coefficients, whlch”corr~spond to high-speed
f’light,the change In downwash angle with Mach number is
negligible. At the hi@ lift coefficients, some change
in the downwash angle with ~ch number occurs. This
change is small for the case or the P- lB a$rplane model
but amounts to about 0.50 for the XP-53 airplane model.
The experimental results, In general, agree with the
theory in that the varlatlon.of downwash.angle with.Mach
number et constant lift coefficient ‘isrelatively small.

f

Although the present paper is primarily concerned
with the downwash at subcrlt.lcalspGeds, a few remarks
regarding the downwash at supercrltlcal spbeds should be
made.. Evidence is available (references 7 End 8) which .
shows that large changes in span loading may occur at
supercritical speeds. The changes in span loadi~q may’.
causa appreciable changes In thq downwash at the tall.
“If”flow breakdown dim to shock occurs first kt the inboard
wing sections because of their thickness or because of
whg-~%selaCe Interference, there.will be a shift of the
load outboard and a consequent reduction In the downwash
at the tail. Unfortfinately,these effects are not well
understood because theory has not been developed and
wind-~~el test @ata are insufficient at supercritlcal
speeds for which conditions the w~nd-tunnel tare and.
lntdrfer8nce.correctionsare not well understood at
present. . . .,

. .. . . .
. .

CONCLUDING”RE?.WUIS.“

. .

~eoret~cal’ cqlculatio~s have shown that the effect
of compressibility at subcritical speeds on the span load
distribution along the wing and on the downwash angle at
the tail 1s small for constant values of the lift coef-
floient. Experimental results of the downwash variation
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with Mach number “for two airplane models co~lrmed those
calculations. At supercritical speeds, however, large
changes In the span loading tid in the downwaah for
constant values “ofthe llft coefficient may occur.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory
Xational Advisory Committee for A~ronautlcs

Langley Field, Va.
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